New -up CTP ...
for a fraction of the price of a laser CTP?!

It’s possible.
This flyer was printed with

WORKING PRINCIPLE
ź the inkjet coated conventional plate is
positioned precisely on the loading tray
using the sensors and solenoids, then
loaded into the printer;
ź the job is printed with black ink (in about
minutes for an A plate);
ź the printed plate is exposed with UV light;
ź the ink and inkjet coating is washed off;
ź the plate is processed like any conventional
plate;
ź the result is a truly conventional plate –
looks, feels and behaves as if it was made
by a CTcP.

laser quality
with innovative inkjet technology

low cost plates
similar price range to thermal CTP plates

conventional halftone
lpi, sharp dots

impressive speed
A plates/hour on

×

dpi

large format
×

mm (also avaliable in

×

simple, small, reliable
footprint:

×

cm

unmodiﬁed printer
warranty by EPSON

all-inclusive
CTP, RIP, exposer, developer

www.studiorip.ro/en

CONSUMABLE COSTS
ź inkjet coated conventional aluminum plate:
typical European end user price is $ . /m²
( . mm), $ . /m² ( . mm), prices for
non-European countries may vary;
ź ink: about $ . /m², depending on coverage;
ź chemicals: about $ . /m².

mm)

THE SYSTEM CONTAINS
ź Epson SureColor T
inkjet printer;
ź stand with UV exposure, positioning system
with sensors and solenoids, LCD display,
plate storage drawer;
ź semi-automatic plate processor unit (the
system is also available at a lower price
without the plate processor unit);
ź StudioRIP XF Inkjet Edition license with
proofing option included.

Is there a quality diﬀerence compared to
a laser CTP?
We printed the same job with
inkjet and laser plates on
the same press. The
diﬀerences were insigniﬁcant, mostly visible
only with a microscope.
Can the inkjet technology print ﬁne text and
vector objects?
Printing on inkjet coated aluminum plates
at
dpi resolution cannot be
compared to desktop inkjets printing on
copy paper – the quality of texts and
vectors is just perfect.

I pay $ . /plate, isn’t the $ . price too high?
The price is per square meter, and is among the
lowest CTP plate prices (only comparable to thermal
CTP prices). The price of a
×
× . mm
plate is $ . .

Will the plate last for long runs?
Being a conventional plate, it has the good
characteristics of conventional plates. The
manufacturer claims runs of
- ,
copies, which can
be increased by baking.

If the technology
is so good, why isn’t it used
on larger scale?
Actually it is already successfully
used by many printing
companies in Eastern Europe
since its recent launch at IPEX
. Based on the excellent
feedback, we started to build our
international distribution chain
in
.
Our competitors don’t focus on
this technology as their core
markets are heavily focussed on
labour cost reduction while
maintaining an ‘environmentally
friendly’ image. To achieve this,
they have to use dry technologies
with their inherent technical
limitations, conﬁning them to be
‘entry-level’ solutions.
Our method combines the
advantages of conventional plate
technology, inkjet coating and
our patented high quality inkjet
screening. This combination
oﬀers a real alternative to laser
devices with smooth
lpi halftones and long print life.

